Thank you for your interest in ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester. We
respect the privacy of our customers and users. We strictly abide to the legal provisions when
processing your personal data in line with our services. Therefore, we would like to provide you
with detailed information on what data is collected when you visit our website and use the offers
made there and how it is subsequently processed or used. As the data controller, we have
implemented numerous technical and organisational measures, to ensure the best possible and
complete protection of the personal data processed via our website.
At ceremoniamestered.hu website, we want to give you the best possible experience to ensure
that you enjoy our service today, tomorrow, and in the future.
It is also our goal to be as open and transparent as possible with our users about the personal
data we collect to provide that service, how it is used, and with whom it is shared.
Upon agreeing to the following privacy policy, you consent to the ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya
Ákos Ceremóniamester collecting, processing and using your personal data in compliance with
data protection laws and the following provisions.

1. Controller / data security officer
The controller for the processing of your personal data is:
ceremoniamestered.hu Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester ev.
Adress : 2094 Nagykovácsi Körte u 16.
tax code: 8 36629 10 57
mail: szablyaakoscm@gmail.com szablyaakoscm@ceremoniamestered.hu
Phone : 06209139994

2. Security of data transmission
To ensure the security of your personal data during transmission, we use state of the
art SSL encryption procedures. You can recognise encrypted data transmission by the “https://
ceremoniamestered.hu” at the beginning of the browser line. Personal data includes, for instance,
your name, your address or email address as well as other data you communicate to us when
registering or creating a customer account. Only submit your confidential information
if SSL encryption is activated.

3.This is how we use your data
3.1 Cookies
Cookies are text files, which are stored on your computer and which enable analysing your use of
the website. For example, information regarding the operating system, the browser, your IP
address, the website you previously accessed (referrer URL) as well as the date and time of your
visit to ceremoniamestered.hu . Cookies enable determining which websites are preferably

accessed. Consequently, we can better adjust the content of our pages to the visitors of our
website and optimise our offers. Furthermore, this information serves automatically recognising
you during your next visit to ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester and making
navigation easier for you. For example, cookies allow the user to remain logged in permanently,
so the repeated entry of the login data is not necessary.
Cookies cannot be used to start programs or transmit viruses to a computer.
You can also use our website without cookies. If you do not want your computer to be recognised,
you can prevent cookies from being stored on your hard drive by choosing “do not accept any
cookies” in your browser settings. Please refer to the instructions from your browser manufacturer,
to see how this is exactly done. If you do not accept any cookies, this can lead to functional
restrictions in our offers. You can delete cookies, which were already placed on your computer, at
any time. Alternatively, you can set your browser to block cookies from our domain. However, we
would like to point out that you may then not be able to use the full range of the functions on

3.2 Google services
We use the following services of the Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA
94043 USA on our website:
3.3 Web analysis with Google Analytics
We use Google Analytics, a web analysis service of the Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA on our website. We entered into an agreement with Google for
order processing and fully implement the legal provisions for the use of Google Analytics.
We use the “Activation of the IP anonymisation” feature on this website. In this case, your IP
address is already truncated by Google within member states of the European Union or in other
states party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area and therefore, anonymised. The
full IP address is only transmitted to a Google server in the USA and truncated there in
exceptional cases.
Using cookies, information such as the operating system, the browser, your IP address, the
website you previously accessed (referrer URL) and the date and time of your visit to our website
is collected. The information on the use of our website, which is created in this manner, is
transmitted to a Google server in the USA and stored there. Google uses this information to
analyse your use of our website, to compile reports on the website activity for the website operator
and to provide other services associated with the use of the website and Internet. Insofar as
required by law or insofar as third parties process this data on behalf of Google, Google will also
transfer this information to these third parties. This use is anonymised or pseudonymised. You can
find more detailed information on this directly at Google.

More information on how user data is handled at Google Analytics can be found in the Google
privacy policy: support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245?hl=en
You can prevent the collection of the data created by the cookie and relating to your use of the
website (incl. your IP address) by Google as well as the processing of this data by Google.
However, we would like to point out that you may then not be able to use the full range of the
functions on this website.
•

Select the respective setting in your browser software

•

Go to : Disable Google Analytics

•

An opt-out cookie is placed, which prevents the future collection of your data when visiting
this website: At the same time, a collection on this website by Google Analytics and for this
browser is prevented in the future, as long as the cookie remains installed in your browser.

3.4 Google Conversion Tracking
If you accessed our website from a Google ad, Google AdWords places a cookie on your
computer. This cookie is no longer valid after 30 days and does not enable identifying you
personally. If you visit certain pages of our website and the cookie has not yet expired, we and
Google can detect that you, as a user, clicked on one of our ads placed at Google and were
connected to our site. The information collected with the help of Google serves compiling statistics
on visitors for our website. These statistics show us the total number of users, who clicked on our
ad and furthermore, which pages the respective users then accessed. However, we as well as
other advertisers do not receive any information via “Google AdWords”, which allow identifying
users personally.
You can access the Google privacy policy in this regard here.
You can prevent the installation of the cookies by means of the respective setting in your browser,
for instance using the browser setting, which disables the automatic placement of cookies in
general or specifically only disables the cookies from the “googleadservices.com” domain.
3.5 Google Remarketing
Using this service, ads can be placed for users, who already visited our website in the past.
Within the Google advertising network, this enables showing advertisements on our website,
which are adapted to your interests. Google remarketing uses cookies for this analysis. This
enables recognising our visitors as soon as they access websites within the Google advertising
network. This way, advertisements can be placed within the Google advertising network, which
relate to content, which the visitor previously accessed on websites of the Google advertising
network, which also use the Google remarketing feature. According to Google, no personal data is
collected in the process. You can disable this feature if you make the corresponding settings
at google.com/settings/ads. Alternatively, you can disable the use of cookies for interest-related
advertisements via the advertising network initiative by following the instructions
at networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp.

3.6 Google Maps
Every time the “Google Maps” component is accessed, a cookie is placed by Google, to process
user settings and data for the display of the page on which the “Google Maps” component is
integrated. This cookie is normally not deleted by closing the browser but rather expires after a
specific time, unless you already deleted it manually.
If you disagree with this processing of your data, you have the option of disabling the “Google
Maps” service and in doing so, preventing the transmission of data to Google. In order to do this,
you must disable the JavaScript function in your browser. However, we would like to point out that
in this case, you will not be able to use “Google Maps” or will only be able to use it to a limited
extent.
The use of “Google Maps” and the information obtained via “Google Maps” takes place according
to the Google terms of use https://policies.google.com/terms as well as the additional business
conditions for “Google Maps” https://developers.google.com/maps/terms
3.7 Facebook services
On some of our pages, we use the following communication tools of the Facebook Ireland Limited
Hanover Reach, 5-7 Hanover Quay, Dublin 2 Ireland (hereinafter “Facebook”).
Facebook Pixel Website Custom Audiences
This tool enables us to supply ads on Facebook, which are tailored to your interests. In the
process, an irreversible and non-personal checksum (hash value) is basically generated from your
user data, which can be transmitted to Facebook for analysis and marketing purposes. Therefore,
the content is controlled anonymously solely based on encrypted values, for which one specific
value is also always created for a specific identification value, without sending the plain data to us
or Facebook. Data transmission takes place using TLS (Transport Layer Security). The Facebook
cookie is activated for the Website Custom Audiences product.
Additional information regarding the purpose and scope of data processing and use of the data by
Facebook as well as your setting options to protect your privacy can be found in the Facebook
privacy policies, which, inter alia, can be found at facebook.com/ads/
website_custom_audiences and facebook.com/privacy/explanation. If you would like to object to
the use of Facebook Website Custom Audiences, you can do this in your Facebook account
settings here.
Facebook like button
ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester integrate the Facebook „like button”.
You can find an overview of the Facebook plugins here. Every time access is made to our
website, which is equipped with such a component, this component initiates that the browser you
are using downloads a corresponding display of the Facebook component. This process informs
Facebook of the precise page within ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester

you are currently accessing. When you access our page while you are logged in to Facebook, the
information collected by the component shows Facebook the precise page you are accessing and
allocates this information to your personal account on Facebook. If you click the “like” button for
instance or if you make respective comments, this information is transmitted to your personal user
account on Facebook and stored there. Furthermore, the information that you visited our site is
transmitted to Facebook. This takes place irrespective of whether or not you clicked the
component.
We would like to point out that we, as the provider of the website, do not receive any information
regarding the content of the transmitted data or its use by Facebook. Additional information on this
matter can be found in the Facebook privacy policy. If you do not want Facebook to be able to
allocate your visit to our site to your Facebook user account, please log out of your Facebook user
account first.
3.8 Share function via AddToAny
Through a double-click procedure, our website offers the option of sharing content in social
networks via the AddToAny service. While using this service, cookies are being employed. The so
collected data (for example access time or browser language) will be sent to AddToAny to
the USA.
Further information on data processing and privacy by AddToAny can be found
under addtoany.com/privacy. Here you will find the type of data being processed as well as the
purpose. ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester is not involved in the
processing of the enlisted data.
By using AddToAny you agree on the data processing by AddToAny as stated on addtoany.com.
You have the option tp place an opt-out cookie for AddToAny by clicking here.
3.9 YouTube
We use components of YouTube, LLC 901 Cherry Ave., 94066 San Bruno, CA, USA, a company
of the Google Inc., Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA, at
ceremoniamestered.hu In this connection, we use the option “extended data protection mode”
provided by YouTube.
When you access a page with an embedded video, a connection is made to the YouTube servers
and at the same time, the content is shown on the web page following an instruction to your
browser. According to YouTube, data is only transmitted to the YouTube server in the “extended
data protection mode”, in particular which of our web pages you visited, if you watch the video. If
you are simultaneously logged in to YouTube, this information is allocated to your member
account at YouTube. You can prevent this by logging out of your member account prior to visiting
our website. Additional information on YouTube’s data privacy was made available by
Google here.

User registration
We offer you the option of registering on ceremoniamestered.hu . The personal data you
voluntarily submit to us in the process, such as name, address as well as date of birth and email
address, is processed for the purpose of our offer.
We use the email address indicated during the registration process for important changes, e.g.
regarding the scope of our services or for technically required adjustments, to inform you of these.
Registered users have the option of having the data they indicated during registration changed or
deleted at any time. We are more than happy to change or delete this data upon your request,
provided that this does not conflict with any legal retention periods. To do so, please use the
contact details indicated on this page in Section 1 of this privacy policy. Data is not transferred to
third parties.

4. Legal basis for the processing of personal data
We only process your personal data, insofar as this is required for substantiation, content design
or change in legal relationships (master data) or if the law dictates the processing of personal data
or if you have explicitly agreed to said processing.

5. Processing based on legitimate interests
By law, we are entitled to protect other legitimate interests to process personal data, unless the
interests or basic rights and freedoms of the data subject prevail.

6. Transmission of personal data to third parties
Your personal data is only forwarded or transferred to third parties if this is required for the
purpose of contract implementation – in particular forwarding of order data to suppliers – or for
billing purposes or if you have previously agreed to this.
A transmission of your data to third parties without explicit consent, for instance for advertising
purposes, does not take place. All providers are obligated to observe the applicable data
protection requirements.

7. Storage duration of personal data
We store personal data pursuant to legal requirements and as long as required to render a
service, which you ordered or gave your consent to, provided that there are no other legal
obligations such as retention periods under commercial or tax law.

8. Your rights regarding data privacy
Information
At all times, you have the right to information regarding the storage of your personal data; also in
regard to its origin, the recipients, whom the data was transferred to and the purpose of data
processing.

Correction
You have the right, to request us to immediately correct your inaccurate personal data or to
complete incomplete personal data for the purpose of processing.
Erasure
An erasure of the stored personal data is conducted, provided that you revoke your consent for
storage, you object to the processing of your personal data, the keeping of data is no longer
required to fulfil the purpose pursued with the storage or storage is impermissible based on legal
specifications.
Restriction of processing
In the event that you dispute the personal data stored in connection with you or if you require the
personal data for the assertion, exercising or defence of legal claims but at the same time, we do
no longer require this data, you can request the restriction of the processing of said personal data.
Furthermore, you can restrict the processing for the period from lodging an objection against
processing to the decision and the granting of such.
If the restriction of processing your personal data takes place, this data is no longer processed.
Objection
In the event that processing your personal data is required based on a legitimate interest, on our
part as well as on the part of a third party or the processing is required to perform a task in the
public interest or is being exercised in public authority, you have the right, for reasons resulting
from your specific circumstances, to lodge an objection against said processing at any time.
In the event of an objection, we no longer process your personal data, unless we can verify
compelling grounds requiring protection, which predominate your interests, rights and freedoms or
require processing for the assertion, exercising or defence of legal claims.
This right to object also applies to direct advertising and profiling in connection with it.
Revocation
You have the right to revoke consent given for the use of data at any time. The legality of
processing conducted based on the consent remains unaffected by this until revocation.

9. Provision and non-provision of personal data
As a matter of principle, you can visit ceremoniamestered.hu / Szablya Ákos Ceremóniamester
without submitting any personal data. We do not store any personal data in this connection.
However, we would like to point out that you may then not be able to use the full range of the
functions on our website. We solely analyse statistical data, to improve our services; said data
does not allow us to personally identify you.

10. Change of purpose for the processing of personal data

As soon as we intend to continue processing the personal data for a purpose other than the
purpose the personal data was collected for, we will inform you of this other purpose prior to this
further processing.

11. Changes to the privacy policy
We reserve the right to change our security and data privacy measures, provided that this is
required based on legal and/or technical developments. In these cases, we will also adapt our
information regarding data privacy accordingly. Therefore, please observe the respectively current
version of our privacy policy.

12. Questions, suggestions and complaints
Of course we are more than happy to answer any questions you have regarding the processing of
your personal data by the ceremoniamestered.hu at any time. For questions this privacy policy
was not able to answer or for further information, suggestions or complaints, please contact us
using the contact options stated in Section 1 of this privacy policy – by post with the words “data
privacy” or via email.
Alternatively, you can contact our data security officer directly with any questions pertaining to
data privacy. These contact details can also be found in Section 1 of this privacy policy.

